
GLORIOUS START and a

glorious finish summed up

the 2022 Goodwood Festival

for Johnston Racing, as a

delicious double ensured the

yard maintained its

remarkable record at the midsummer

highlight.

Forest Falcon got things off to the best

possible start by romping home in the first

race of the meeting. And while it was a

frustrating few days which followed, with

a second and two thirds, the doughty I’m A

Gambler rounded things off by battling to

victory in the penultimate contest of the

meeting on his 10th outing of the year.

Johnston Racing is rightly proud of its

outstanding record at Glorious Goodwood,

which is now officially the Qatar

Goodwood Festival, having secured the

Leading Trainer title no fewer than 13

times. The yard had racked up 88 winners

over the previous years.

But as this was the first year in which

Charlie Johnston had shared the licence

with his father Mark, it was particularly

important to ensure another successful

campaign. And so it proved, with the

overall tally moving up to 90, despite the

disappointment of a few near-misses and a

handful of below-par performances.

It had looked as if it might turn out to be

a truly rewarding week when Forest

Falcon won the opening race of the

meeting, the Chesterfield Cup, a

handicap run over a mile and a quarter.

Over the years, the stable has enjoyed

tremendous success in this particular

race. Crosspeace won the race in 2006,

followed three years later by Drumfire.

Landaman took the 2012 renewal, while

the redoubtable Sennockian Star was next

to score in 2014. In recent years, Fire

Fighting won the race as a five-year-old in

2016, while the regally bred Maydanny

slammed 17 opponents in a five-length

romp in 2020. The son of Dubawi and

Attraction was unbeaten in his two starts at

Goodwood.

Owned by Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed, the four-year-old Forest

Falcon was an impressive winner of the

Zetland Gold Cup at Redcar at the

beginning of June. Raised 6lb for that

success, Forest Falcon didn’t quite hit top

form at Sandown at the start of July and

disappointed slightly in the John Smith’s

Cup at York on July 9. However,

connections, and particularly Charlie

Johnston, were confident that the track, and

likely conditions, at Goodwood would suit

the Raven’s Pass gelding.

A field of 18 went to post and Frankie

Dettori took the ride. 

On exiting the stalls, Frankie Dettori

kept Forest Falcon notably wide of the

remainder of the field and the gelding was

soon racing in a prominent position. As

Palavecino led the field into the straight,

Forest Falcon was in second position with

stablemate West End Charmer travelling

strongly a few lengths behind.

Sent into the lead by Frankie with two

furlongs to run, Forest Falcon went clear of

the field in the final furlong, allowing his

rider to ease him down in the closing

strides. The gelding scored by a length and

three-quarters from Brilliant Light, with

Moktasaab half a length

back in third. West

End Charmer ran

well, beaten just

six lengths by

the winner.

‘It’s good to get off the mark with our

first runner,’ said a delighted Mark.

‘It is very much Charlie’s doing. He

earmarked this race for this horse at the

beginning of the season and said all along

that this would be his D-Day. Forest Falcon

couldn’t have won it more easily.’

Charlie said: ‘I said to a good friend of

mine, Steve Croft, on April 16, the day

Forest Falcon first ran this year, that he

would win the first race at Glorious

Goodwood because he is just tailor-made

for it.

'A mile and a quarter on an easy track

and on fast ground. I started to doubt

myself a little bit when he disappointed in

the John Smith’s Cup, but I always thought

this was D-Day for this horse.’

HE win also brought up a

significant milestone for Frankie,

as this was his 75th winner at

Glorious Goodwood. 

‘Mark and Charlie Johnston are so good

at Goodwood,’ he told the Klarion. 

‘I never look at the price of their horses

as I know that if you are on one of theirs,

you have every chance. Forest Falcon

never looked like getting beat.’

The win was followed by some slight

disappointment as the meeting progressed,

with Rainbow Colours finishing second

and both Value Theory and Loyal Touch

finishing third. So by the time of the

second-last race of the week, all eyes were

on I’m A Gambler in the seven-furlong

Medallia Handicap.

The race has

proved a lucky

one for the yard

in recent years;

in 2015, it was
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Dettori take the opener
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to finish second, a

length and three-

quarters in arrears.

Galiac was third, beaten a further half a

length.

Charlie Johnston was in no doubt that

late entry to the stalls helped I’m A

Gambler’s chances in the race. 

‘He was in the stalls for only about

five seconds and Jason has got him

settled into a nice easy rhythm,’ he said.

Paying tribute to a fine ride by Hart,

Charlie pointed out that it would have

been easy for him to ask the gelding

to do too much too soon. 

‘Jason got him settled well and

resisted the temptation to make the

running,’ he said.

‘He’s taken a nice lead off Roman

Dragon and he’s a tough horse to beat

on his day.’

I’m A Gambler has now won six times

and will surely rise to a rating of more than

100 after this latest win. Those wins have

come at distances from six furlongs to

seven and a half furlongs and he wasn’t

disgraced when trying a mile in the

Britannia.

And so Glorious Goodwood once again

ended on a high note for the yard.

won by Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s

Shamardal filly, Enlace. The following

year saw Hawatif hold off the rallying

Bobby Wheeler for owner Abdulla Al

Mansoori, while in 2018 the admirable

Vale of Kent gave Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed another winner in the race.

INE runners went to post for this

year’s renewal, and Jason Hart

was aboard John Brown and

Megan Dennis’s No Nay Never gelding,

who has had a busy season. Successful at

Hamilton and Beverley in May, he ran in

some major handicaps including the

Britannia Stakes at Royal Ascot and the

Bunbury Cup at Newmarket. Second in the

Scottish Steward’s Cup at Hamilton in

mid-July, he disappointed at Newmarket

next time out.

In the Bunbury Cup, I’m A Gambler lost

all chance when badly left at the start, and

it seems that the stalls have become

something of an issue. So for this race, the

gelding was last to be installed. 

He broke well and was soon in a nice

rhythm, racing on the rail in third place

behind the early leader Roman Dragon.

Positive Impact took over in the lead with

two furlongs to run, at which point Jason

switched the gelding left to mount his

challenge.

Drawing level with Positive Impact with

a furlong left to race, I’m A Gambler 

stayed on strongly to draw clear of his

rivals, while Gisburn ran on from the rear
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